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You never know the value of a good Operational Risk policy until the lack of one
bites you, and Europe is in the middle of a swathe of bites.
Op risk data: SEC issues first fine under cyber risk rule, Risk.net, Oct 10, 2018
European banking still has a massive money laundering problem, CNN Business, Sep 20, 2018

In September, Société Générale provisioned EUR1.1billion against penalties expected from US authorities for an
operational risk loss over sanctions violations involving Iran, Cuba and Sudan in 2014. The investigation involved
DOJ, Treasury, The Fed, Dept of Financial Services and Federal and NY Attorneys. Resolution is expected any time.
ING paid EUR775million in September to Dutch regulators after admitting poor controls on AML and the CFO had
resigned. Den Danske have announced after internal investigations that they uncovered a large number of
suspicious accounts and transactions from 2007-2015. As a result, the CEO has announced he will step down and
the Danish Regulator is reopening its own investigation. In 2012 HSBC paid $1.92bn in settlement on moneylaundering issues. And in Asia, Punjab National bank was defrauded due to what appears to be poor Op Risk policy
implementation.
Having a complete and robust Op Risk strategy and policy is hugely important, but often the issue isn’t with the
plans, it’s with incomplete or poor implementation. As the financial penalties and the loss of key experienced
executives show, when you have a problem in Op Risk the cost is large. Most countries now have clear and
extensive regulations in place and banks have clear policies in place to make sure they don’t slip up and do not
break sanctions laws or allow Money Laundering.
All these cases, and many more, it repeatedly shows that you must have
1. Robust and complete policies and strategies in place
2. Technology in place to support the controls and monitoring
3. Staff in place, from top to bottom, who have the right knowledge and understanding
4.
Losing a top executive will not change much apart from assuage regulators, training the knowledge of your staff
to be fully aware of the dangers and risk out there – will.
For Intuition blended learning related to this article, some of our popular workshops include:
• Risk Management & Measurement
• The Limitations and Challenges of Basel III Impacting Bank Strategy and Operations
• Risks in Banking: Compliance, Op Risk and Ethics
• Practical Insights to Bank Risk Management
The Intuition Know-How Library consists several tutorials related to this article:
Operational Risk Management
Regulation/Compliance
• Operational Risk - An Introduction
• US Anti-Money Laundering (AML) (New)
• Operational Risk - Measurement & Reporting
• Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) (New)
• Operational Risk Management - Tools & Techniques
• Singapore Anti-Money Laundering (AML)
• Operational Risk Management - Developments &
• Hong Kong Anti-Money Laundering (AML)
Emerging Risks
• Anti-Bribery & Corruption (ABC) in Asia
• Combating Rogue Trading
The topics covered in Intuition Asia Perspectives are current developments or topics currently in the market.
Intuition Asia provides bespoke learning solutions, both eLearning and Instructor-led courses. These can also be
blended in a program to provide the most effective form of learning. These workshops can be structured as lunch
& learns, webinars or full day deliveries. Clients can use these to keep their workforce updated with the latest
developments in the market and complete their mandatory CPD learning hours.
Get in touch with your Intuition account manager at asiainfo@intuition.com for more details.
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